I n fo r m at i o n She e t

PRIME Integration Layer and Unique PRIME Core Upgrade Model
Fast innovation and compliance with seamless upgrades

With the latest version of its PRIMESM payments solutions, PRIME 4, TSYS® has evolved a
new future-proof architecture to accommodate for fast-paced changes in payments industry
innovation, technology and compliance.
By introducing the unique PRIME Integration Layer
to protect the core, TSYS has realised its vision for
PRIME as a secure, open platform. The Integration
Layer will allow TSYS to foster a community of
developers with next-generation industry partners to
embrace innovation and new value-added services.
Working together with its strategic industry partners
— as well as its clients’ partners — TSYS will continue
to support evolving payment channels, devices and
services to unlock opportunities in payments.

Introducing PRIME Core Drop
PRIME Core Drop ensures fast-to-market innovation
for existing clients with the latest compliance for the
core PRIME application and its supporting modules.
Leveraging PRIME 4’s adoption of the PRIME
Integration Layer, TSYS has created a framework that
not only protects the PRIME core, but also protects
clients’ financial investment and existing efforts in
enhancements or customisations developed against
the layer. This unique architecture has allowed
TSYS to adopt an approach where the core can
be seamlessly switched and upgraded without
challenging platform stability or risking business
disruption within short timeframes.

With full compatibility for every upgrade release,
TSYS empowers its clients to upgrade every 18-24
months in a timely manner. This allows them to take
advantage of the latest innovation, payment scheme
and PA-DSS system compliance, along with any
upgrades to the latest operating system, database
versions where the underlying technology remains
unchanged. Furthermore, with all customisations
developed against the Integration Layer, clients can
benefit from seamless upgrades with minimal effort
at reduced cost.

PRIME A cade my
TSYS has created PRIME Academy as a value-added
service designed to empower its clients to harness the
full power of PRIME and business growth capabilities.
With courses specific to the PRIME Integration Later,
PRIME Academy will train and certify qualifying
partners and client developers to connect with new
third-party systems and next-generation services
through hooks and standard APIs.
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